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The attempts of historians to rescue from oblivion the names of lesser men
prompted a bitter comment from the poet Cowper:
Oh fond attempt to give a deathless lot
To names ignoble, born to be forgot!
In vain, recorded in historic page,
They court the notice of a future age:
Those twinkling tiny lustres of the land
Drop one by one from Fame's neglecting hand:
Lethaean gulphs receive them as they fall,
And dark oblivion soon absorbs them all.1
Outside Leicester, oblivion has indeed absorbed the reputation of the
Biggs family; few, apart from professional historians, are likely to be aware
of the leading part the family took in the political and commercial life of
this town between the two · Reform Acts. Connoisseurs of our local history
will, no doubt, have picked up the four references made to the family in
the Life of Thomas Cooper, the Chartist, and will certainly be aware of the
frequency with which they are mentioned in the relevant chapters of the
Victoria History of the County of Leicester, and the valuable pages of A.
Temple Patterson's Radical Leicester.2 Yet, in the minds of the general
public, even in Leicester, the name of Biggs is probably preserved from the
"Lethaean gulphs" not by anything "recorded in historic page", but by
more solid and demonstrative evidence-that of a public monument, the
statue of John Biggs, which looks out over Welford Place as it did when
first unveiled nearly one hundred years ago.3
Public memorials to local notables have been rare in Leicester and
the statue of John Biggs commands deeper respect as a rarity even among
them. The only other statues erected in the nineteenth century-those in
memory of the 5th duke of Rutland and of the preacher, Robert Hallhad a different origin. The Rutland statue bears an official character; it
commemorates the duke's fifty years of service as Lord Lieutenant, and
represents the tribute of the gentlemen of the county to the local magnate.
The statue of Robert Hall was put up as long as forty years after his death,
in a retrospective demonstration of NonconformiSt and Radical piety.4
John Biggs' statue seems, by contrast, to have originated in a spontaneous
movement of popular affection that followed immediately on his death
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in 1871. When his friends launched a modest public subscription with the
object of placing a simple plaque over his grave, the public response-the
account runs-so far exceeded their expectations that the original proposal
was inflated into the more ambitious project of a public statue. Among
the contributors to the fund were said to be more than a thousand workingmen. A donation even came across the Atlantic from Leicester people who
had emigrated to German Town, Philadelphia, and remembered Biggs
in their exile.s A man who could command this kind of tribute evidently
ought not to be left in oblivion, even after allowance has been made for
the necessary hypocrisies that accompany such occasions. For we must allow
the cynic to observe that popular generosity is not often entirely spontaneous, and that this manifestation in particular did not lack its organiser
and propagandist. This can be identified in the obscure but interesting
· person of John Burton, a local printer, who was a persistent campaigner
for the embellishment of the town. His work behind the scenes had already
achieved the renovation of the Rutland statue, the erection of the statue
to Robert Hall, the removal of the Eastgates obstruction and subsequent
building of the Clock Tower-finished in 1868-achievements which have
all left their mark on the face of modern Leicester. In Biggs' death Burton
no doubt saw an opportunity to advance his campaign further. The evidence
suggests that his publicity played a large part in popularizing the project
of a statue, and his almost-professional skill as a fund-raiser greatly contributed to its realization. Yet, whatever concession must be made to the
sceptic, even to the extent of admitting that, without Burton, John Biggs
might not have had his statue, the response suggests that Burton could not
have achieved his object if he had not been able to tap a genuine flow of
popular feeling, and if the name of John Biggs had not evoked sentiments
of admiration and affection that set him apart from his contemporaries. 6
We may conclude, therefore, that the circumstances in which John
Biggs was granted his statue would on their own justify devoting a paper
to his career. Yet it would hardly be just, or even practicable, to study
John and ignore his younger brother William Biggs. For William was John's
partner in both business and politics. The brothers' careers ran parallel;
and if the elder in the end deserved the tribute of a statue, the younger
seemed likely at one stage to achieve the greater reputation. Together they
conducted one of the largest hosiery businesses in Leicester. Each achieved
a distinguished record of municipal service. Both were elected to the Reformed Corporation on its inception in 1836, and continued to serve it as
councillors and aldermen until the end of their public careers:...._John until
1862, William until 1866. Both served as Justices of the Peace for the
borough, John from 1836, William from 1850. Each was elected mayor
no less than three times. They were both ardent Radical politicians; and
each graduated from municipal to national politics by winning election to
the House of Commons-William sat for Newport, I.O.W., from 1852 to
1857; John for Leicester from 1856-1862.1
This public record, remarkable in itself, is the more noteworthy in so
far as the brothers started life in relatively humble circumstances. Their
father, John Biggs the elder, came of a family that had been established
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for three generations at Withybrook, just across the Warwickshire border,
a short way from High Cross. The child of a second marriage, perhaps
without expectation of any patrimony, he had migrated to Leicesterprobably towards the end of the eighteenth century-and established himself
in the hosiery trade. 8 His business had, presumably, modest beginnings
and his sons, like other successful hosiers such as Richard Harris, probably
learned their trade the hard way, on the shop floor. Local tradition, which
reminded the brothers of the time when they had only one hat between
them, while not exactly reliable evidence, at least suggests it was co11llllon
knowledge that they did not enjoy affluence in youth. Yet by 1827, when
Biggs senior died, the business had been developed into one of the largest
in the town.9
John Biggs the elder left 4 sons and 3 daughters. John, born in 1801,
was the eldest, and William, born in 1805, the third child.10 The second
son, Thomas, after participating with his brothers in the agitation for the
Reform Bill, departed for London, and played no further part either in
local politics or the hosiery business.11 The fourth son, Joseph, born in 1809,
remained in Leicester as a partner with John and William in the family
firm; 12 but, although sharing their political interests, he failed to match
their eminence in public life. Joseph rarely spoke in public or even appeared
on a public platform. He made his chief contribution to the political causes
that the family shared by composing political songs and election squibs.1 3
It is likely that ill-health held him back from niore active participation,
for he retired prematurely from business and settled down, by 1852, in
Tunbridge Wells.'4 Indirectly, however, Joseph may have had an important
influence on his brothers' politics, for it was possibly by his marriage to a
Matilda Ashurst that they were brought into touch with foreign exiles, like
Mazzini, and with organisations associated with their cause such as the
International League and the Society of the Friends of ltaly. 1 s This connection may help to explain their interest in the cause of Italy and Hungary,
and account for the hospitality which Kossuth at one time received from
them in Leicester. 16
Of the three daughters of John Biggs, two died relatively young . Only
one requires notice here. This was Sarah, the sixth child, born in 1815. 11
She was said to be a talented girl-so her family must have thought, else
they would hardly have secured her lessons in Greek-but her importance
in this story lies in her marriage which brought into the family one of the
most interesting men of early-Victorian Leicester. For she married-after
submitting to his experiments in mesmerism-J. F. Hollings, scientist,
historian, polymath, a luminary of the Leicester Literary and Philosophical
Society, who followed a career first as a schoolmaster-at one time holding
the post of second master of the Proprietary School-and later as editor
of the Leicestershire Mercury. In this latter capacity he gave eloquent
support to the political ambitions of his brothers-in-law. 18
John and William Biggs were, first of all, manufacturers. No assessment of their careers would be complete which did not consider their contribution to the town's staple industry. Although none of the firm's records
appear to have survived, the brothers' energy and business acumen cannot
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be doubted. For more than thirty years they maintained the position of
John Biggs and Sons as one of the leading hosiery manufacturers in Leicester, and this in a time of depression and intense competition for survival.
They were said at one time to employ a twelfth of all hosiery hands in town
and county, to own nearly a thousand frames, and to pay £1,000 a week
in wages-a considerable sum at a time when the majority of operatives
earned between 5s. and rns. per week. 19 In the middle of the century the
firm was producing between fifty and a hundred different articles. 20 The
brothers were in no sense sleeping partners. They themselves travelled
extensively in search of orders, particularly to North America, where, for a
time, the market was extensive enough to provide employment in Leicester
for a quarter of the year. Each partner crossed the Atlantic on business
more than once. They also travelled widely in Ireland and on the continent
of Europe. 21 When the American (but not the Canadian) trade declined,
allegedly in the face of competition from Saxony, the firm developed a
trade with Australia, an expanding market in which, by a fortunate accident
of climate, the buying season coincided with the quiet season in the home
market. 22 This enterprise failed to avert the depression that hung over the
industry during the greater part of the 'forties-in the summer of I 842
William reported to Sir Robert Peel that the wages bill was for the time
being reduced to £300-but without it the hardship must have been far
more severe. 2 3
The brothers also displayed technical enterprise. While not themselves
inventors they were quick to adopt the inventions of others. They took early
advantage of the invention of elastic webbing. In 1840 the firm patented
a method of making gloves with elastic wrist bands, and the new line took
so well that they established a separate glove-branch, equipped with 330
frames, which flourished for some years under the management of Joseph
Biggs. 2 4 They also kept pace with developments in the stocking frame. As
early as 1841 William predicted that the traditional narrow frame, capable
of producing only one stocking at a time, was doomed. 2 s In 1853 he drew
the attention of the House of Commons to the new wide frame which could,
he said, make twelve stockings in the time it took to make two on the narrow
frame. 26 He spoke with knowledge, for at this time and over a period of
ten years the firm was in process of disposing of its narrow frames, well
below cost, so that by 1855 its holding had been reduced to two hundred;
and they were replaced by wide frames which cost between five and ten
times the price of the old. 2 1
The change in machines seems to have been associated with a change
in organization. In its traditional form the manufacture of hosiery had
been organized as a domestic industry, and the role of the hosier had been
limited to supplying materials, paying for finished goods, maintaining
stocks in his warehouse and finding markets. The factory system was not
adopted on any scale until after 1860, though in the preceding twenty or
thirty years, alongside the domestic system there came into being a transitional arrangement by which a number of hand-frames would be concentrated in a small workshop often owned by a middleman acting as a
sub-contractor. When the firm of John Biggs and Sons adopted the wide
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frames they seem to have adopted a transitional arrangement of this sort.
They still kept some of the old frames, both in town and country, on the
old cottage system, but the majority of the frames they now employed were
kept either in their own hands, at their premises in Belvoir Street, or in
the workshops of middlemen. 28
This represented only an intermediate stage. The real test of the
brothers' contribution to technical progress must be found in their readiness
to introduce powered machinery. It was no easy matter to produce a powered
version of the stocking frame. In 1832 John Biggs had told the Factory
Commissioners: There have been no improvements and we think none can
be made ... Power cannot be applied. He then drew the conclusion that a
factory system was unlikely to be adopted. 2 9 Twenty years later another
large manufacturer still adhered to that view: I do not believe in steam
power was his firm but, by then, obscurantist conviction.3° For by 1855
more enterprising manufacturers like Thomas Corah were prepared to risk
£100 apiece on the new steam-powered circular frames which cut the cost
of producing stockings by half; and John Biggs had abandoned his earlier
doubts.3' True, he recognized the limitations of powered machinery. He told
a parliamentary commission in 1861 that technical change was unlikely
to be carried so far as to bring the whole manufacture into steam factories
and predicted that goods requiring most fashion will probably remain out,
as factories succeed but when quantity and not finish is the object.3 2 Yet, in
spite of these reservations, there is evidence that the firm was prepared to
advance towards a fully powered factory system. By 1859 one of William's
sons, John Biggs junior, who evidently enjoyed a passion for steam power
and machinery, had joined the business. Some of his notes and drawings
survive to suggest that he was given the opportunity to indulge these interests. Among them is a drawing of a machine described as a Three Head
power circular round frame fitted with self-acting winding apparatus;
another, showing a Townsend Power Border loom, is inscribed appartenant
a John Biggs and Sons; and a note, apparently in his hand, dated 12 September, 1859, reads: went over to Derby and bought two India Rubber
looms-commencement of our India-Rubber trade.33 More far-reaching,
though more speculative, indications of the direction in which the firm was
moving at this time are provided in an account of Leicester's industry published by Thomas Cooper, the former Chartist. In this he mentions a report
current in the town that the firm had agreed to buy a warehouse contiguous
to their own, with intent to amass a large factory-where the numerous
workmen would be under direct supervision, pay no frame rent, be bound
to work regular hours and receive wages without charges or deductions.34
Although there is no evidence that this plan was carried out, there seems
no reason to doubt the truth of the report, which Cooper may even have
had from the brothers themselves. We may therefore conclude that the firm
intended to remain in the van of the industry's technical and organizational
progress.
The firm enjoyed a reputation for being progressive in more ways than
one, in particular for being good employers. Thomas Cooper records in his
autobiography, published in the year the statue to John Biggs was erected,
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that the brothers had a character in the town for real goodness . . . and
deserved it, too.35 This judgment cannot be dismissed as an ex-Chartist's
attempt to curry favour, for Cooper had expressed a similar opinion in an
article published in 1841; when he was still deeply committed to the Chartist
cause: commenting on the working men's regret that William Biggs was not
more favourable to Chartism, he then wrote that they know that in the first
hosiery firm in Leicester, workmen are not treated with imperious contumely
when they attend to receive their materials for manufacture at the commencement of a week or their hard-earned pittance at the close of it . .. they have
been heard contrasting the English treatment they receive from the firm of
which he is a member, with the forbidding and insulting and loud conduct
manifested towards them by some of their task masters.36 Even when allowance has been made for any political manoeuvre that Cooper had in mind
in writing this passage, it remains an interesting testimonial to the Biggs'
conduct as employers. Certainly they repudiated the harsher practices of the
industry. Rather than cast off aged employees they kept them at work on the
old frames even when it no longer paid to operate them.37 Like other enlightened employers they condemned the truck system, and subscribed to
the local Truck Committee.38 They sympathized up to a point with the
agitation for shorter hours; and when the warehousemen were trying to
secure a general closing at 6.30 pm they advised them how to conduct their
campaign.39 They advocated factory legislation, at least in so far as the
employment of children was concerned. When John Biggs gave evidence
on the subject in 1842 to the Commission on Trades and manufacturers,
he condemned in particular the employment of young girls. By depriving
them of education and any chance of training for their responsibilities as
wives and mothers it was the source of many social evils. He recommended
that the employment of children should be totally prohibited for those under
the age of 9, and limited to an 8 hour day for those under the age of 13; and
that some provision should be made for compulsory schooling-proposals
which, by the standards of the day, put him clearly with the philanthropists. 4o
Not that the brothers always succeeded in maintaining good labour
relations. In 1844 they were faced with a serious strike for higher wages in
their glove branch. Convinced that the glove hands were already over-paid
in relation to other hosiery workers, they resisted the claim but had in the
end to give way, to the serious detriment, it seems, of their glove trade.
Although they were prepared to make sacrifices to maintain their reputation
as good employers, although they recognized their employees' right to
combine and strike, there were evidently limits to their tolerance; and some
of their competitors were not sorry to see them in trouble for once.41
On another matter, the payment of frame-rent, the most controversial
and intractable issue in the hosiery industry of their time, the brothers took
different sides. William, like most of the hosiers, defended the practice:
John eventually took the side of the stockingers, and condemned it. The
practice of charging the operative rent for the use of his frame, together
with other, often arbitrary, deductions from wages had long embittered
industrial relations; it had helped to sustain the passions of Chartism; and
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after Chartism had declined, the agitation for the abolition of frame-rent
remained the chief issue between masters and men.
When William Biggs made his maiden speech in the House of Commons
in 1853, he used the opportunity to defend the system of frame-rent. While
admitting and deploring its abuses, he argued that it had a sound economic
justification: only the prospect of rent induced people with capital to invest
in frames; if they were deprived of that inducement there would be a shortage of frames, a loss of work and widespread unemployment, particularly
in the country districts where the industry was still predominently domestic.
The agitation against it was simply got up by an unholy alliance of Tories
and the "rabble", who were also joined by a mutual love "of field sports,
and too often of low vices".42 In spite of its ill-judged conclusion this speech
secured William's election tn the Select Committee which considered the
subject in 1854; and, in an interesting confrontation, his brother John gave
evidence before it as a thorough-going critic of the system.
In his evidence to the Select Committee on frame-rents John Biggs
stated that the publication in 1854 of Muggeridge's Report on the Conditions
of the Framework Knitters had converted him into an opponent of framerent. From that time the system had become obnoxious to him on both
economic and moral grounds. The economic argument against it was that it
delayed the modernization of the hosiery industry. By encouraging the
frame-owner to seek his profit not in the productivity of his machines but
in the steady rent to be obtained from them, the practice led them, instead
of investing in improved machinery, to maintain and multiply the outdated and unproductive narrow frames: it has perpetuated valueless, ancient
and imperfect tools instead of giving place to new and improved tools. This
would not do. If the industry was to overcome the depression, and defeat its
foreign competitors, it must model itself on the great textile industries of
Lancashire and Yorkshire; it must modernize its machinery, and adopt a
factory organization.
This part of Biggs' argument rested on a clear-sighted assessment of
the industrial future; but his language took fire from the moral indignation
with which he condemned the existing system. It had pauperized the people
of the East Midlands. The multiplication of frames, far beyond the number
that could be profitably employed, had driven wages below the level of
subsistence, so that in some instances families had not been able to earn
more than 6s. or 7s. a week, a state of things which he declared to be inconsistent and incapable with either morals or intelligence. But the system
was not only bad in itself, it was made worse by its abuses. Rent would be
levied whether the frame was employed or not; even if a workman was ill,
even if he had been given insufficient work to occupy the whole week, yet
a full week's rent would be demanded for the frame. When trade was slack
employers would resort to "stinting" : by this practice they spread the work
among as many stockingers as possible so that each had just enough to make
him liable for the full rem of the frame. According to Biggs the largest
house in the trade systematically, and for years, in times of depression, gave
out half work and took full rental. He told the Committee that he would no
longer justify to himself the amount of screwing to the operative that was
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required to make an adequate profit under the traditional system. For this
reason he had jettisoned the greater part of his narrow frames-selling them
below cost, at between 30s. and £3 apiece-reduced his holding to 200 and
invested in wide frames which he operated on what was called the net system.
Having calculated that when a frame was fully employed the traditional
charges amounted to a levy of rs. 8d. in the pound on the product, he replaced frame-rent and other charges by a deduction from wages of that
proportion. Under this system, which he introduced in 1853, the worst
abuses of the old system were avoided because the deduction was proportionate to the work done and, accordingly, if the frame was idle no
deduction would be made.
On introducing the net system, John Biggs had publicized it in the press
as Discontinuance of Frame-Rent without an Act of Parliament. Unilateral
action of this sort, however, did not go far enough-and perhaps exposed
him to less scrupulous competitors. And so, now, before the Select Committee and his brother William, he argued for an Act of Parliament to prohibit frame-rent entirely for the future. The least convincing-though
most striking-part of his evidence described what would probably be the
immediate consequences of abolition, and what action would have to be
taken to meet them. He did not shrink from predicting that abolition would
create a most serious crisis. Ten or fifteen thousand machines would be
rendered uneconomic, perhaps ten thousand men, women and children
might be thrown out of work. Revealing a temperament that might be
called Napoleonic, a zest for action, for bold gestures and ruthless measures,
he warned the Committee that the country would have to prepare for an
emergency and that to deal with it would require the qualities of great
leaders like Chatham or Cromwell. I hope he exclaimed, referring to the
Crimean War then in progress, we shall see some of them yet; we have
wanted them badly enough the last twelve months. Let no one say abolition
was impossible: he agreed with Napoleon when he said; I would trample on
impossibilities. He would also never leave another generation to deal with
a thing which I could deal with myself now. If I give 30 years of happiness
to human beings and to their children in the next generation who otherwise
would pass their lives in misery, I am almost a delegate of providence.
The state then would have to take responsibility for the unemployed. It
would have to give them generous support, it would have to educate their
children. Above all it would have to embark on a crash programme to build
the large number of workhouses required to accommodate them-not an
impossibility if entrusted to business men: the business men of this country
could have taken Sebastopol; if a locality wants a workhouse in r8 months,
we build it in r8 months.43
The interest of this speech does not lie in its effect on the Select Committee-which hardly surprisingly did not favour his proposals-but in
what it suggests about John's character. It suggests a passionate temper,
an impatience with half-measures, a zest for decisive action and big gestures,
a deep moral concern. Not all his contemporaries, however, believed that
these humanitarian sentiments were entirely genuine or untouched by selfinterest. Thomas Corah, giving evidence after him, treated Biggs' moral
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stance as humbug, and implied that it represented an attempt to gain unjustified credit for a policy really dictated by economic self-interest.44 Other
commentators discovered political self-interest behind the moral phrases.
Journalists hinted that, after William had let slip in his maiden speech his
unfortunate remark about "the rabble", the family was bound to make some
mitigating gesture in order to restore their reputation as friends of the
people; and the press, for example, predicted several weeks before the
event, that this would take the form of abandoning frame-rent.45 While not
necessarily accepting this special interpretation of John Biggs' motives, and
preferring to make a judgment only in the light of his career as a whole, one
must acknowledge that, on the frame-rent issue at least, he was wellprepared, as his publicity demonstrates, to make political capital from his
philanthropic gestures.
The matter of frame-rent illustrates the close connection between the
Biggs brothers, hosiers, and the Biggs brothers, politicians. In this second
role their partnership, though not without its differences, was coloured by
influences common to both brothers. As business men, leading figures in the
town's staple industry, as Nonconformists, worshipping at the Unitarian
Great Meeting, as members, that is, of an elite struggling for recognition
and influence, they could hardly be expected, given that they had political
aspirations, to be other than Radicals. What distinguished them from their
fellows, and won them at an early age a place among the leading politicians
who dominated the town between the two Reform Acts was their drive and
energy. The brothers were evidently self-confident men, certain of their
talents and ambitious to use them to the full. Of the two, William-though
perhaps only because he has left a fuller personal record~appears to have
been the more self-aware and open in his ambitions. His scrap-book indicates
the importance he attached to his political career. It is a careful collection
of newspaper cuttings of every speech he made, of every reference to himself,
whether favourable or not; the collection of a man deeply interested from
the outset in his own importance.46 Two letters from the scrap-book illustrate this point more explicitly. The first was written to his wife, immediately
after he made his maiden speech in the House of Commons: Dear Wife,
so he addresses her, Have just made my first speech-success perfectcheered repeatedly-compliments on sitting down,-have accomplished the
first object of my ambition which was to make a speech in Parliament. 47
The second letter was written in 1859, when he had resigned his seat, and
was serving for the third time as Mayor of Leicester: it was a reply by one
of his former colleagues in the House to an enquiry William had made
about his chances of obtaining an honour when, as mayor, he was to present
an official address on the Prince of Wales' coming of age. It is clear that
Biggs was hoping for nothing less than a knighthood. He must have been
gratified to be assured that his "high personal respectability" would "place
his claims beyond question~'-if any such grants were to be made.4 8 No such
grants were in fact made. There was not to be a "Sir William Biggs"; but
the aspiration is evident enough. And his delight in the ceremonial trappings
of public life was sufficiently public knowledge to make it an obvious target
of his opponents' malice: witness the stnry that after going up to London
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to present an address to the Queen in his capacity of mayor he could not
resist the temptation on his return of perambulating the town in his finery,
so that he rashly displayed it even in the menagerie, and paid the price of
his flamboyance by losing his cocked hat to the lions.49
The shrewdest comment on this aspect of William's character was made
by Thomas Cooper, who wrote in 1841 : All the World (in Leicester) knows
what [his] object is-though Mr. Biggs may imagine it to be a profound
secret. Mr. W. Biggs has been nurtured by his fellow-townsmen in the
element of political popularity: and there is a natural aspiration within
him to lead the people.so
This ambition should be seen as an expression of the brothers' political
vitality. John and William, indeed the whole family, were intensely political
animals, active, energetic and persistent. For over thirty years there was
hardly a public cause in which they did not take part, hardly a public meeting at which one or other of them did not speak. William, in particular,
was a zealous organizer. He helped to organize the Political Union during
the Reform agitation, and achieved his greatest triumph in the parliamentary
election of 1837, when the Reformers at last secured a thorough hold in the
constituency.sx In preparing for this election William displayed a revealing
taste for the terminology of warfare and military discipline. He prepared
his forces as if he were Napoleon marshalling the Grande Armee. On the
eve of battle he issued an order of the day in martial terms: On Tuesday
next will be the "Sun of Austerlitz", the embattled hosts arrayed against the
rights of man will then go down before us and for ever ... from eight o'clock
to four, it must be a continual cannonade ... The voters in every ward must
pay to their ward committees the most prompt and implicit obedience. They
must be dictators and absolute . No one must dispute their orders or dispute
their propriety-the obedience that is paid to them must be as implicit as
that which is paid on board a battleship to the captain in the heat of action.
Subordination is indispensable to discipline and discipline is indispensable
to success. The order concluded: On Tuesday morning next recollect the
words of Wellington to the guards at Waterloo "Up Boys and at 'em" . . .
and in the meantime let us recollect the words of Nelson at Trafalgar
"England expects every man to do his duty".52 The language displays a
relish which suggests that William enjoyed his politics; and it can hardly be
doubted that he enjoyed the reward of success when he headed the triumphant procession through the streets in his capacity as "conductor of the election" and when, on his way to receive an ovation at the subsequent banquet,
he entered the hall to the accompaniment of a glee entitled A jolly full
bottle.S3
William's conduct of the election of 1837 was coloured by a youthful
excess that bordered on the absurd; but even in later life he could not resist
the temptation to manage people. He had no sooner been elected to the
House of Commons in 1852 than, without waiting to take his seat, he addressed a letter to Joseph Hume, the doyen of Radical MPs, and advised
him on the best means of organizing an effective Radical party in the House.
His letter received a polite but noticeably unenthusiastic answer.s4
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The brothers' Radicalism was perhaps in great part instinctive, the
reflection of their exuberant temperaments and social aspirations, but it did
not lack intellectual qualities. For the most part they drew their political
ideas from the commonplaces of their manufacturing and Nonconformist
circle, a mixture of traditional English liberalism and French doctrines of
the Rights of Man. Although they expressed their devotion to the principles
of political economy, their speeches showed no discernible trace of the
Benthamite doctrines that are often said to have exerted such a formative
influence on the Radicalism of the age. What did distinguish their ideas was
the influence of their American experience. William, in particular, could
hardly make a speech which did not contain some improving lesson drawn
from the other side of the Atlantic. As Professor Patterson suggests, the
brothers' evident admiration for the United States must have nourished and
sustained their democratic views, and perhaps helped to drive them eventually to part company with their old political leaders.ss What, in fact, they
admired in America was the democratic openness of society in contrast to
the social subordination that struck them so unpleasantly whenever they
returned to England; as for the political institutions of American democracy
their admiration was tempered by reservations that arose from observing the
methods of Tammany Hall and reading de Tocqueville's Democracy in
America.s6
The political differences between John and William Biggs arose perhaps
out of differences of character rather than of principle. William's speeches
give the impression of a more didactic and loquacious, less flexible and
sensitive personality. His unhappy reference to the "rabble"-which he was
not permitted to live down-was probably not a unique instance of his
political insensitiveness. Certainly a blundering tactlessness is regarded as
one of his characteristics in the following lines of an admittedly hostile
election squib, in which John is made to complain to. his brother in laboured
doggerel: Eer since as boys, when hat we had but one
And thou would'st always fight to put it on,
Thy rashness has incurred us to many a blunder
And I have always been compelled to "knott under".s1
Yet William achieved considerable success as a public speaker in spite
of lacking the tact of knowing when to stop, or even when not to start. He
had the misfortune to be a born teacher-or rather lecturer. His speeches
and his scrap-book indicate a passion equally for collecting information and
passing it on. The useful data, with which his opinions were invariably sustained were not always well directed to the matter in hand; and he once
made a bad error of judgment when he hoped to persuade the House of
Commons to favour the opening of museums on Sundays by demonstrating
to it, at length and in detail, that the sabbath lacked all biblical authority.s8
His zeal for the improvement of the public mind was not confined to politics.
His travels provided ample opportunity for widening the horizons of
others. He published an extensive series of articles in the Leicester
Chronicle about his journeys in the United States of America.s9 Having
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visited Italy in 1840 he had to deliver himself on the subject to the Literary
and Philosophical Society; and a trip to Vienna by way of Hamburg and
Berlin provided material for two lectures at the least.60 When he could not
speak he would write. He published five pamphlets on public affairs.61 He
frequently wrote letters to the newspapers, some of them essays of up to
3,000 words. 62 Almost his last public act was to inform the Sons of Labour
that having observed on a recent visit to Paris a contrivance which French
porters used in supporting heavy loads he had bought one of these "simple
carrying machines", and presented it to the museum in the hope that it
could prove instructive to the working-men of Leicester. 6 3
John Biggs gives a less didactic, more terse impression than his younger
brother. He wrote little, and spoke infrequently. 64 He could deal rudely with
an opponent at the hustings, and said of one such candidate: J can conceive
cases when that gentleman would make a most excellent representative in
Parliament if the ministerial bench were an ale-house. His speeches were
coloured by an effective combination of morality and demagogy, as when
he encouraged the non-electors to teach their more fortunate betters that
they wield a sacred trust for you. More surprising was the emotional note of
patriotism that he occasionally evoked: when in America he told an
audience, I have stood upon the highest peak of the Catskill mountains, and
looked out over the broad Atlantic with the yearnings of an infant towards
my mother country. 1 have felt that natural patriotic love of my native land
which absorbs all those political distinctions which at home exist among us. 6 5
It was a style that verged on the bombastic when the international crisis of
1859 prompted him to expatiate on his pride in the far-flung achievements
of the English race, and defy any threats of invasion from the France of
Napoleon III; but in matters of domestic policy this sentimental strain
softened the rigidity of his Radical principles. 66 Nonconformist though he
was, he held relatively aloof from the campaign for the disestablishment of
the Anglican church that was conducted with such vigour in Leicester and
expressed his emotional attachment to "the glorious old fabrics" of its
parish churches. 6 7 Radical though he was in his devotion to parliamentary
reform, he rejected, on empirical grounds of tradition and sentiment, the
radical rostrum of equal electoral districts to which his brother was committed: he did not think they were adapted "to the constitution of this
country, to the habits, attachments and usages of the people". 68
In Radical Leicester, Professor Patterson draws a further distinction
between the brothers' characters. William he describes as sententious to the
point of priggishness, while he judges John to be without more priggishness
than was permissible to a serious-minded and philanthropic Victorian. 69
This distinction does not seem entirely fair to William. He showed himself
as impatient as his brother with moral cant-at least in others. By the
standard of the day he was neither strait-laced nor stuffy. During one of his
turns as mayor, he even shocked respectable opinion by the vulgar sports
he patronized when he officially opened the first public recreation ground.
It was disreputable enough to encourage men and boys to climb slippery
poles, and race after pigs-with-greased-tails, but will it be believed his
critics asked in rhetorical horror that in Mr. B's presence women raced for
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cotton gowns and handkerchiefs-certainly not a very encouraging means
of raising the tone of foeling in the minds of the "rabble" .7° William also
fought no less hard than John to defeat the gloom of the Victorian sabbath,
and like him risked his personal and political reputation in the cause of
Sunday amusements. Although the National Sunday League, which they
both keenly supported as a means of improving the quality of working-class
life, demanded little more than the opening of the British Museum, National
Gallery and Crystal Palace on Sunday afternoons, their advocacy of its
modest programme exposed them to the charge of trying to corrupt the town
by introducing into Leicester the Vanity Fair of continental countries.7'
After John had retired from politics William continued to the end with their
fight against conventional prejudice, and in his last years as a town councillor
made annual attempts to persuade his colleagues to permit the public to be
entertained by band concerts at the race-course on Sunday afternoons; but
even this went further than respectable opinion could then allow.1 2
Although it is not inappropriate to refer to the brothers as political
partners, their political careers did not run exactly in parallel. Business
considerations, if nothing else, prevented both applying their energies equally
to politics at the same time; and the difficulties they faced during the short,
exceptional period when both brothers had seats in the Commons indicate
the severe limitations which the lack of reliable managerial staff imposed
at that time on the political activities even of manufacturers of their standing.73 It may well be, therefore, the necessities of the firm that account, in
part at least, for the narrower political role that John took in their earlier
years. Not that it lacked distinction. His part in the Reform agitation, from
as early as 1826, had secured him from the first a place on the new Town
Council and nominations to the borough magistracy. He had launched himself into county politics with his energetic but unsuccessful management of
the election campaign of 1841 in the southern division-a misguided enterprise which provoked a sharp resentment in the county against this suburban
intruder.74 His services to the Anti-Corn Law League at all levels-local,
regional, and national-together with those of his fellow-hosier, Richard
Harris, had earned them the encomium of being called the "Cobden and
Bright of the Midland Counties''.75 Yet William had made the wider reputation. His energetic contribution to the Political Union, the Reform Society,
and the parliamentary election of 1837-into which he had plunged so
deeply and dubiously as to find it expedient to have business in America
while its management was under parliamentary scrutiny-had put him in the
forefront of local politics; so that it was he, not his brother John who was
presented with a silver salver in recognition of his services to the cause of
Reform, including, regrettably, the proposal to sell the plate of the old
Corporation.76
He had won a reputation throughout the Midlands as an authority on
industrial affairs by his attendance at the Midland Counties Commercial
Convention held at Derby in 1841, and received something like official
recognition when he was subsequently made a member of a manufacturers'
deputation sent to represent their views on the industrial depression to Sir
Robert Peel.77 During the Chartist agitation he had made a bid for political
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leadership in the Midlands by putting forward, in the form of a Midland
Counties Charter, proposals to unite the middle and working classes behind
a common radical programme; and although his project failed to win support
in face of competition from Sturge's Complete Suffrage Association, which
had similar aims, this initiative, together with his services to the Anti-Corn
Law League, won him the support of Sir Joshua Walmsley and the Parliamentary and Financial Reform Association.1s It was under the sponsorship
of this Radical ginger group that he had been elected to the House of Commons in 1852 to represent the distant constituency of Newport, 1.0.W.79 ,
His reputation was now so well established that, when the Reformers of
Derby were deeply divided over their choice of parliamentary candidate, it
was to William they turned for arbitration, and placed such value on his
presence that, calling him late at night, they commanded a special train to
speed him to Derby and another to get him back home at 6 am the next
morning.so
However, by 18 57 William had had to surrender his ambitions, which
included, perhaps, the leadership of a Radical party in the Commons. John
had entered the House the previous year, the firm could not afford the
absence of both partners, and William had to resign his seat and so resign
himself to take second place to his elder brother. Sr The brothers had had
their differences. The Crimean War had evoked a characteristic response
from each. William remained true to his "American" principles in foreign
policy-Free Trade and honest intercourse with all nations and entangling
alliances with none-supported Cobden and the peace party and only
changed his views as the war progressed. John, more susceptible to a breath
of Palmerstonian .jingoism, had from the first condemned Russian aggression.s2 The brothers had taken opposite sides on the frame-rent issue.s3 The
proposal to prolong the powers of the Central Board of Health had found
William's voting in favour, John in opposition.84 It says much, therefore, for
William's loyalty that, when it became dear one of them would have to
retire to manage the business, he should have been the one to make the
sacrifice. It was as if there was an understanding that as he had had his tum
in the Commons, so now it was John's turn. This decision may have been
influenced not only by fraternal affection but by the calculation that John's
seat in Leicester looked safer than William's in Newport, which had been
won with a majority of only 50 votes.8s Yet more may have been at issue
than that. The obstinacy, indeed the defiance, that John was to display in
the next few years suggests that he was moved by a sense of commitment
quite powerful enough to brush aside his brother's ambitions. For by 1857,
at the time of William's retirement from Newport, John had greatly enlarged his own place in the politics of Leicester, so much so that he would
now be regarded as the dominant political figure in the town. This change
had been in progress for more than ten years. It had certainly become
apparent by the time of the general election of 1847 which opened a new
phase both in local politics and the career of John Biggs.
Before 1847, the Reformers who had won control of the municipal
and parliamentary representation of Leicester had maintained a formal
unity, in spite of the differences between the moderate- and uftra-Radicals
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among them, represented respectively by the rival newspapers, the Leicester
Chronicle and Leicestershire Mercury. Concord had been maintained by an
unwritten understanding that shared the two parliamentary seats between
the groups; and John and William Biggs, while not clearly committed to
either group, had apparently accepted the understanding and worked in
harmony with the other wealthy families-Paget, Brewin, Harris, Ellis and
Whetstone being the most important-who dominated the party. But from
the election of 1847 this understanding began to break down as the ultraRadicals began a fifteen-year long struggle to win control of the party
machinery and monopolize the representation. It was to this ultra-Radical
bid for power that John Biggs was so deeply committed. In its origin,
development and conclusion it seems to have owed almost everything to his
leadership. 86
What prompted John Biggs' change of direction-or change of tactics
-must be a matter of speculation. Like William he had consistently championed the cause of political unity between middle- and working-classes.
Like William, too, he had always represented a popular ward. By his active
patronage of the Mechanics Institute, Cottage Allotment Society and
Working-men's Anti-Corn Law Association, he had tried, even in the height
of the Chartist agitation, to maintain his reputation as a friend of the
people. 87 His opposition to Chartism seems to have had its basis less in its
programme-much of which he later adopted as his own-than in its rejection of middle-class leadership. By 1847, with the energies of the middleclasses no longer preoccupied with the Corn Laws and the working-class
apparently disillusioned with Chartism, he might well have judged the time
ripe for a new reform movement based on the union of the two classes under
middle-class leadership and directed by Walmsley's Parliamentary and
Financial Ref arm Association with which he, like his brother William, was
closely associated from its inception. 88 More parochial considerations also
probably played a part in his decision. A personal quarrel with the borough
MPs, occasioned by their failure to pay election expenses he had incurred
on their behalf, provided the incentive-or excuse-for replacing them with
more "advanced" candidates. 89 A bitter municipal dispute over town improvements, in which both brothers took the side of the "Expenders" against
the "Economists", sharpened his temper against the timidity and lack of
vision of the older leaders.9° Lastly and, if we are to believe his own evidence,
most decisively, his scruples about frame-rent had already begun to detach
him from most of his fellow-hosiers and to commit him to the popular
cause,91
The struggle began with an ultra-Radical coup d'etat. Having won
control of the Reform Society's ward committees, as militants are apt to do
in such organizations, and so securing a majority of delegates to the party's
central committee, the ultras claimed the right and used their power to
nominate the parliamentary candidates in the name of the Society as a
whole. They rejected the sitting members, offered the nomination to John
Biggs and, when he refused, settled it, presumably through his good offices,
on two advanced Radicals. One of them was Sir Joshua Walmsley, founder
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of the Parliamentary and Financial Reform Association, a committed advocate of both a very large extension of the franchise and the abolition of
frame-rent, and a close friend of the Biggs brothers.92 However, the success
of Walmsley and his colleague in the general election of 1847, even so, did
not secure a lasting triumph for Biggs and the ultra-Radicals. Their electoral
methods had not been above suspicion, and the members were unseated on
grounds of corruption. By l 8 52, when time had softened the stigma and the
unseated candidates could be reintroduced to the borough, the moderates
had recovered their surprise, and also discovered a cause to which to rally
in their reaction against the European revolutions of 1848. Consequently, in
the general election of 18 52 the Reformers, or Liberals as they now began
to call themselves, were openly divided, and the ultra candidates were opposed by two moderates put up by an independent Liberal committee.
Although this opposition failed, it marked the beginning of a counteroffensive which the moderates sustained with increasing bitterness for the
next ten years. Much of their bitterness was directed against John Biggs in
person. In their view his radical principles simply concealed personal ambition, and the ward delegates had usurped their right to determine the
destinies of the town. These delegates were no more, they thought, than an
unrepresentative clique nominated by Biggs, and sustained by his money.
The Chronicle, mouthpiece of the moderates, accused the brothers of despotically swaying the public mind and dispensing of the destinies of the
borough from their counting-house in Belvoir Street; and Robert Brewin,
one of the old guard of Reformers, was stirred out of retirement to utter the
lurid warning that Popes are not the only personages who have threatened
forth their "I am Sir Oracle". From Stoneygate, Brewin went on to draw a
damning parallel, as well as from the Vatican have sounded the phrase and
the caution "when I open my lips let no man bark"; and he ended by denouncing John Biggs as the Great Dictator, speaking through his brazen
Trumpet, the Mercury .93 This campaign of personal vituperation was accompanied by a sustained effort to exploit-almost to the level of masshysteria-the moral and religious emotions that were aroused by Biggs' open
advocacy of secular education and Sunday reactions. Together, the charges
of dictatorship and irreligion eventually isolated John Biggs from most of
his former colleagues in the leadership of the Reform party, rallied the
"respectable" classes against him, and even detached some of his Radical
allies.94
In this highly-charged conflict the hysterical tone of the moderates, the
tone as of men experiencing a failure of nerve, is less remarkable than the
determination with which John Biggs stuck to his course. Defying the SUS·
tained opposition of the town's elite, defying repeated bad luck, he remained
obstinate to the point of obsession.95 He fought back in no less than four
successive elections, crammed into the space of five years. The first challenge
was presented in 1856, when Walmsley's colleague died inopportunely, and
made a by-election necessary. Biggs met the crisis by offering himself as a
candidate; and such was his reputation with the general public, in spite of
the campaign against "the dictator" that no-one dared to oppose him.9 6 In
the general election of 1857 the moderates, while still not daring to confront
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Biggs, were able to exploit the Sabbatarian issue with such success that they
got a moderate candidate elected in place of Walmsley. At this point a less
obstinate leader and less bitter followers might have seen the wisdom of
compromise, but Biggs and the ultras or Advanced Liberals remained committed to total victory. They determined to fight both seats again in the
election of 1859. To partner Biggs they made the shrewd choice of Dr.
Noble, a highly-respected, local medical practitioner whose affiliations cut
across party and sectarian divisions; and with him they avenged Walmsley's
defeat. Even so, the Radicals had won at best a precarious victory. Dr.
Noble had a majority of only 20 votes, and when he died suddenly in 1861,
this consideration and the prospect of having to meet the cost of a fourth
election in five years must have strengethened all the cautionary arguments
to which a prudent leader might have listened. They were now even reinforced by a new and urgent fear which the last election had exposed: the
fear that if the Liberal factions did not close ranks their rivalry would betray
the cause as a whole by enabling the Conservatives to capture one of the
seats for the first time in a quarter of a century. None of these calculations
moved a man of Biggs' Napoleonic temperament. He remained obstinately
determined on total command of the borough representation, rejected all
compromise, and resolved to defend Noble's seat. It was a hazardous
challenge to make, all the more so because his candidate for the by-election
of 1861 lacked the particular advantages that had enabled Noble to scrape
home two years earlier. He was comparatively young, a complete stranger
to the town with no local connexions, and an avowed partisan of Sunday
amusements.9i
At the time he was defying the political and social elite of Leicester,
John Biggs appeared to stand at the peak of his fortunes. Three successive
elections had demonstrated his personal political invulnerability. He commanded a well-organized political machine, which united middle-class
Radicals and former Chartists.9 8 He carefully cultivated the unenfranchised,
the mass of stockingers who, though voteless, could by their physical presence exert an incalculable pressure at the hustings.99 Part of the local press
was under his influence, if not in his pay. Since 1852, when his brother-inlaw, J. F. Hollings, became its editor, the Leicestershire Mercury in particular had been rightly considered his mouthpiece.100 Outside politics he had
acquired a reputation for charity and philanthropy. Playing the part of a
merchant prince, like the Medici he so much admired, he dispensed his
fortune with liberality. He was a generous patron of the Mechanics Institute.
In times of unemployment he contributed lavishly to subscriptions for relief.
He was said to have performed innumerabl~ acts of private charity. His
nine-bedroomed mansion in Stoneygate, which stood in 5 acres of land
where Knighton Park Road now runs, was a centre of hospitality; and it was
there that he entertained Kossuth when the Hungarian patriot visited Leicester. It was splendidly decorated with works of art that included paintings
allegedly by masters of the order of Guido Reni, Annibale Carracci, Van
Dyck, Ruisdael, Teniers and Velasquez.IOI
William Biggs lived not far off in Highfields House, otherwise known
to the irreverent as Sock Hall.I 02 As, unlike his brother, he was a married
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man, he could not afford a comparable reputation for generosity, though
he took a great interest in the Leicester Home for Penitent Females. 103 He
had to support a daughter and four sons, aged in 1861 between 15 and 23
years.104 It was only to be expected that he would try to rear them in his own
image. They were brought up to share the political interests of their
elders.10s
They were encouraged not only to learn themselves but to instruct others
in the great cause of human improvement. The eldest, Mary, published a
number of moral tales and poems.106 The second child, William Biggs
junior, was only 16 when he gave his first public lecture to the working
classes, and wrote his first letter to the press on a matter of public interest; 107 and the third, John, was just a little older when he began to instruct
the public about the steam engine, in a lecture illustrated with numerous
working models. 108 All seemed set for a new generation of the Biggs' family
to descend on Leicester, as active and exemplary as their father and uncle.109
Yet within a year the prosperous and promising existence of these two
households was shattered by a succession of blows-political failure,
financial collapse and domestic tragedy. The political failure turned on
the by-election of 1861. This produced a result that shocked Reformers of
both factions. What caused the sensation was not that the Radical candidate
was defeated-a not entirely unexpected result-but that the victory was
won by the Conservatives. They had now gained a seat in Radical Leicester
for the first time in more than 25 years. This blow to the whole Liberal
cause condemned the policy with which J oho Biggs had been identified: the
attempt to monopolize the representation for the Advanced Liberals had
let in the common enemy; and from this moment the demand for Liberal
reunion, for a renewal of the old compromise between moderates and Radicals in order to make common cause against the Conservatives, could hardly
be resisted. This amounted to a defeat for Biggs, but not in itself a disaster.
He still had his seat in the Commons; and had he been an ordinary political
animal he could have made its retention part of the bargain or at least
maintained a leading place for himself in the reunited party. But, as if to
refute the charges of personal ambition and demonstrate his political integrity, he remained intransigent. He refused to be a party to the inevitable
compromise. Unable, perhaps, to bring himself even to the pretence of reconciliation with his opponents, he left the negotiations for reunion to his
brother William. 110 Then, as soon as reunion was achieved, early in 1862,
with characteristic decision, he cut short his political career, absolutely and
finally. He resigned his parliamentary seat, withdrew from the Town Council, abandoned all political activity from that moment and to the end of his
life maintained an absolute political silence.m The reign of John Biggs was
over: the "great Dictator" had abdicated.
This political crisis was accompanied by, and no doubt related to, a
financial crisis in the family fortunes. For reasons that are not clear, at this
very time the hosiery business began to collapse. It is unlikely to have been
caused by the cotton famine that the American Civil War caused in this
period, for although this provoked some local failures it is hardly probable
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that it affected a firm dealing mainly in woollen hosiery. The more acceptable explanation lies in the heavy financial demands made by the brothers'
political activities especially as they came on top of the losses incurred by
the firm when both John and William were occupied in Parliament and in
addition to the expense of keeping abreast of technical progress in the industry. Though severe, the crash seems not to have been complete, for John
avoided bankruptcy, and kept the firm in being after a fashion until his
death.11 2 But he had to reduce very greatly the scale of its operations: he
gave up the counting-house in Belvoir Street, and retained only a small warehouse in a side-street.113 He had to cut down drastically his style of life:
the mansion in Stoneygate was sold, and he moved to a modest terraced
house near the prison.114 The rest of the family were reduced to comparative poverty. As the business could no longer offer them a livelihood, the
children of William Biggs had to look elsewhere. William eventually followed them. In 1866 he sold his house in Highfields, and removed from
Leicester. us
As their fortunes crumbled, the brothers, like characters in a Greek
tragedy, suffered even more personal blows of fate. In the midst of their
financial distress, just before John's house had to be put up for sale, their
sister Sarah died suddenly, carried off in middle-age by typhus.11 6 This
struck at John in particular, for she had remained very close to him, together
with her husband J. F. Hollings, editor of the Mercury, John's political ally
and personal friend. A few months later Hollings himself, evidently
shattered by this accumulation of personal and political disaster, was found
dead tragically in John's house, hanged from his bed-post.U7
It was in reduced circumstances indeed that John Biggs lived out the
rest of his life. His death in 1871 ended his family's association with their
native town. Ten years later, when William died in Liverpool, not so much
as the name of the firm survived, and only the statue in Welford Place
stood to remind Leicester of the rise and fall of the Biggs family.U 8
In both business and politics the brothers' careers ended in failure.
John's long political ascendancy in Leicester-which may be said to have
begun in 1847-collapsed abruptly in 1861, and his uncompromising policies
were repudiated. From being a merchant prince, he had to return almost
to the ranks from which he had risen in his youth. Neither brother had time
to make an effective parliamentary career. William attended sessions assiduously, served on committees, and spoke several times in the House;
but in spite of his deep respect for it, he failed to catch the right note. In
the Conservative press, at least, he gained a reputation for an Eccentric
Boldness which generally gave rise to some amusement.U9 John attended
the Commons regularly, served occasionally on Committee, but spoke
rarely, and left no evident impression on the House.1 20
Yet failure ought not to be the last word. Their positive services to
the town, though difficult to assess individually, cannot be ignored. In an
age when municipal enterprise was narrowly conceived and sluggishly executed, they tried to waken their colleagues and the public to a larger vision
of urban life. Every project of municipal improvement had their support.
They served the cause of public health, in the establishment of the sewerage
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system, the water supply, and the first public extramural cemetery, for the
imaginative siting of which on Welford Road hill John Biggs is said to have
been responsible. 121 As first Chairman of the Watch Committee, William
contributed to public order by organizing the new police force .122 They tried
to relieve the drabness and ignorance of ordinary lives by their campaign
for Sunday amusements and national education, and by their support for
recreation grounds, the Museum and the Mechanics Institute, which provided the first library to be available to working men. Their ambition to
equip Leicester with public buildings worthy of a great town, though dismissed by their more prudent contemporaries as one of their characteristic
extravagances, was realized in part within a few years of John Biggs' death
when the insanitary and unsightly cattle-market was removed to the outskirts, and on its site was erected the present splendid Town Hall.
This is not the only instance in which others reaped the reward of the
brothers' efforts. It is ironical that the causes for which their championship
had earned them the scorn of the moderates became, even within their
lifetimes, the common stock of the re-united Liberal party. Only five years
after John abdicated, the Reform Act of 1867 realized much of his political
programme. National Education, for which the brothers had campaigned
for years, was instituted, much as they had advocated, in the year John
died. That is not all. The attempt to build a party on a popular basis by
appealing beyond the tiny electorate to the mass of non-electors, though
abortive in its immediate results, did not prove entirely barren. The supremacy which the Liberals were able to re-establish in Leicester after 1861,
and maintain until the end of the century, rested on a tacit understanding
between middle and working classes; and it may well be that the brothers'
efforts helped to establish the necessary confidence in middle-class leadership and so equipped the party to face the challenge of the "leap in the
dark" and the mass-electorate.
Representative citizens of Radical Leicester: that is one judgment we
might pass on John and William Biggs-representative of its industry,
politics and Nonconformity, of its sobriety, moral earnestness and energy.
It is a sound judgment, as long as we also recognize their individuality.
Their extensive travels gave them a broader outlook than most of their
fellows; their assiduous reading made them better informed-when William
spoke on the Turkish question to the Edinburgh Peace Conference in 1853
he claimed to have read everything published on the subject in the last thirty
years.' 2 3 By their friendship with men of the academic stature of Hollings,
and association with the Literary and Philosophical Society they demonstrated at the least that they had intellectual aspirations. If their part in
the deplorable disposal of the plate of the old Corporation betrays a philistinism which it is difficult to forgive, their collection of paintings and
engravings, and their interest in public building implies the stirring of some
aesthetic sense beyond the ordinary. On the whole their attitude to life, as
the sabbath question shows, escaped the narrowness of conventional Nonconformist piety.
Biography is an ill-nourished branch of local history. Its growth is
stunted for lack of the necessary materials. Even simple questions, such as
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what education the Biggs brothers received, elude inquiry: still more do
complex questions of personality, such as their religious attitudes and John's
failure to marry. Yet although we cannot hope to restore to John and
William Biggs the fullness of their individuality enough remains to exclude them from the poet's category of names ignoble, born to be for got. If
we cannot claim them as great men we may perhaps be allowed to conclude
that they were big men.
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APPENDIX
SPEECHES AND INTERVENTIONS IN THE HOUSE OF COMMONS
1.

WILLIAM BIGGS

4May 1853

Stoppages of Wages in the Hosiery Industry. Defends the practice of frame-rent and use of middlemen. The real cause of
distress is the excess of labour and Saxon competition. The
present agitation is got up by an alliance of country gentlemen
and the rabble, who are also united by their depraved tastes. 217
lines, Hansard CXXVI, 1090-1093.

30June 1854

Supply: grant for Education. Sµpports the grant. He would have
voted £2,600,000 instead of the £260,000 proposed. He hopes
for a National system of education, and intends to bring in a
bill next session. Religious bigotry is to blame for much of the
opposition. Compulsion is necessary: nothing would give him
greater pleasure than to send to gaol every parent who would not
educate his children. 188 lines Hansard CXXXIV, 979-80.

20July 1854

Bribery at Elections. Election officers should receive commission
ol/ 5%, not 2%. 10 lines, Hansard CXXXV, 466.

4 August 1854

Establishment of a Legislative Council for Canada. Welcomes
the proposal: a greater piece of practical statesmanship has
never yet passed the legislature of this country. 27 lines, Hansard
CXXXV, 1341.

8 March 1855

Stoppages of wages in the Hosiery Industry. Does not oppose
legislation, but no good will come from it. The result of reducing charges will be to reduce wages and employment. Rent
for frames is as justified as rent for cottages. Without framerent there would be less investment. Middlemen's charges are
justified on grounds of economy and convenience to the operative. There are now 50,000 flrames in the Midlands. 10,000 of
them are new machines which enable a woman or strong boy
to produce six times as many stockings as a man could produce
on the old frames. The new machines cause unemployment,
but must be used to meet Saxon competition. Operatives must
be encouraged to seek employment outside the hosiery industry.
124 Lines, Hansard CXXXVII, 258-60.

20 March 1855

Opening of the British Museum and National Gallery on Sundays. Seconds Sir Joshua Walmsley's motion. The institution of
the Sabbath has no Biblical justification. Sunday should not be
a day set apart for gloom and fanaticism, but rather for devotion
and enjoyment. He wishes to elevate the minds of the lower
classes and to raise them from the state of wretchedness and
debauchery in which too many of them are plunged. 99 lines,
Hansard CXXXVII, 919-20.

6 February 1856

Partnership Amendment Bill. Briefly requests its early introduction as the feeling of the whole commercial interest of the
country was fo:vourable. 5 lines, Hansard CXL, 260.

8 February 1856

Partnership Amendment Bill. Disagrees strongly from Muntz
of Birmingham, and welcomes the principle of limited liability.
If the Vice-President of the Board of Trade succeeded in passing
his Bills, he would confer greater benefit upon the present
generation than any gentleman who had been at the head of the
Board of Trade for the last thirty years. 63 lines, Hansard
CXL, 482.
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13 February 1856

Police (Counties and Boroughs) Bill. Would oppose any measure which sacrificed municipal privileges to the principle of
centralisation. 9 lines, Hansard CXL, 697.

29 February 1856

Question: Slavery in Turkey. Asks the Prime Minister (Lord
Palmerston) if the government intended at the peace conference
to require the abolition of slavery in Turkey. 8 lines, Hansard
CXL, 1575.

6 March 1856

National Education. StrongLy advocates provision by the State
on secular lines. The education of the working classes in this
country is a disgrace ... in Leicester he found that out of the
popuJation between five and fifteen, only one third were at day
schools . .. that only four ninths of the population could write;
and ,out of forty-eight young women who applied for orders of
affiliation, thirty-four could not write. We ought to adopt something like the American system if the poor were to have an
education worth the name. 108 lines, Hansard CXL, 2007-8.

31 March 1856

Supply: Maintenance of Royal Parks. Supports the vote. He
would like to see the metropolis made the finest-looking city in
the world. 9 lines, Hansard CXLI, 237.

April 1856

Question: Public Executions. Does the government intend to
put an end to public executions, as has been done in the United
States? 6 lines, Hansard CXLI 278.

14 April 1856

Supply: Slavery in Turkey. Calls it political hypocrisy to allow
slave trade in Turkey while spending £20,000 for the release of
slaves in Africa. What was most wanted in the East of Europe
was the establishment of a Christian State on the ruins of the
vile and degrading empire of the Turks. 64 lines, Hansard
CXLI, 1013-4.

2 May 1856

Police (Counties and Boroughs) Bill. Denies that borough corporations appoint their police flrom political considerations. 8
lines, Hansard CXLI, 1932.

7 May 1856

Aggravated Assaults
punishment, reads a
Leicester condemning
punishment. 34 lines,

23 May 1856

Police (Counties and Boroughs) Bill. Opposes clause giving
chief constables absolute powers of promotion and dismissal.
He 5hould have expected such a clause to have originated with
an Austrian or Russian rather than an English nobleman. He
defends the rights of watch committees. He would rather take
up arms than surrender his municipal privileges. 18 lines,
Hansard CXLII, 613.

4 July 1856

Partnership Amendment (No. 2) Bill. Supports bill in opposition to Muntz of Birmingham. He regards the present law as
antiquated and semi-barbaric, and he must consider the Birmingham school very doubtful authorities in money matters.
10 lines, Hansard CXLIII, 339.

15 July 1856

Grants for Homes for Penitent Females. Asks the House to
consider making such grants. There are only 18 such reformatories in London, about 20 in the provinces. In London alone
in 1855 no less than 2,598 applications for admission had been
refused. Schools for young girls receive state aid, why should
aid be refused for older women? He intends bringing the subject before the House again and again. II2 lines, Hansard
CXLIII, 934-5.

1

Bill. Opposes proposals for corporal
res_olution from a women's meeting in
it as a barbarous and obsolete form of
Hansard CXLII, 172-3.
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22 July 1856

2.

Length of Speeches in Parliament. Supports proposal for limit
of ½or I hour. He has had a letter u-om a chairman of the U.S.
House of Representatives, deposing to the complete success of
the Limits adopted there. 13 lines, Hansard CXLIII, 1232.

JOHN BIGGS

16 June 1857

Standing Orders: Divisions on Wednesdays. Supports motion
to extend time for members to arrive for divisions. He has been
on a Committee upstairs for three weeks and thinks it highly
unbecoming the dignity of Hon. members that they should .run
screaming along the lobby to prevent the door-keeper from
shutting the door upon them. 10 lines, Hansard CXLV, 1937.

19 June 1857

Miscellaneous Estimates: Repair of Royal Palaces. Supports the
proposed sums. His constituents are for true economy but not
parsimony. 8 lines, Hansard CXLVI, 72.

17 July 1857

Oaths Validity Act Amendment. On this attempt to enable Jews
to sit in the House expresses the opinion that the conduct of
the opposition on this occasion was unworthy the Commons of
England. 4 lines, Hansard CXLVI, 1780.

7 August 1857

Divorce: Marriage dissoluble on Adultery of Wife or Incest
of Husband. (W. E. Gladstone, about to speak in Committee,
was interrupted by a protest from Biggs, who had to explain
himself.) States he was protesting agai.nst the whole debate on
the question, agai.nst the proceedings altogether and he thought
that the people of England would join him in that protest. 6
lines, Hansard CXLVII, 1271.

23 March 1858

Marriage with Deceased Wife's Sister. Presents petition in
favour from more than 100 of his constituents: a considerable
number of people believed it to be necessary, not only for their
liberty, but their happiness. 15 lines, Hansard CXLIX, 621.

29 April 1858

Poor Law Amendment Bill. Moves and carries amendment to
include places under Local Acts in the operation of the bill. 13
lines, Hansard CXLIX, 2001, 2003.

13 May 1858

Church Rates Bill. He has no conscientious objection himself
to payment, but thinks them utterly inconsistent with good
government and with the discharge of the proper duties of the
magistracy. Referring to the case of Baines (the Leicester
church-rate "martyr"), he tells for the first time how he and
others subscribed £80 for his liberation. In order to avoid
incident he afao gave a blank cheque to pay for goods seized for
non-payment. Although opposing compulsory Church-rates he
does not wish the glorious old fabrics of the village churches ...
to fall into dust on any account whatever. 70 lines, Hansard
CL, 568-9.
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The following abbreviations have been used in the notes:
Newspapers: -

1.

Chron.

Leicester Chronicle (continued from 1864 as
Leicester Chronicle and Leicestershire Mercury)

Jnl.

Leicester Journal

Mere.

Leicestershire Mercury

Archives: -

2.

LM 5D61

3.

William Biggs' scrap-book in the Archives department, Leicester Museum. (Reference is given
to volume and page, but the latter is unavoidably erratic)

Official Publications: Hansard

Hansard's Parliamentary Debates, Third Series

PP 1833

Report of the Factory Commission 1833

PP 1842

2nd Report of the Committee on Trade and
Manufactures 1842
Report of the Commission on the Condition of
the Framework Knitters 1845
Report of the Select Committee on the Stoppage
of Wages in Hosiery Manufacture 1854-5

PP 1863

ISt Report of the Children's Employment Commission I 863

NOTES
William O>wper, The Poetical Works, ed. H. S. Milford, 4th edn. (Oxford
University Press, 1934), 307
2. T. Coope_r, Life of Thomas Cooper written by Himself (1872), 140, 144, 181,
182; Victoria History of the County of Leice·ster, iv. (1958), 201-250, 305314; A. T. Patterson, Radical Leicester (1954)
3. Chron. 19 Apr. 1873
4. Modern Memorials (1875), Leicester University Library, Local Pamphlets
5. Chron. 19 Apr. 1873
6. Modern Memorials. Burton's interest in the Biggs' memorial was possibly as
much -political as aesthetic. He had been secretary of the Radical delegates
who ,proposed Biggs' nomination in the election of 1857. Mere. 13 Mar. 1857;
he had also acted as Biggs' printer, LM 5D61/1/325
7. Chron. 19 Ap,r. 1873, 8 Oct. 1881
8. LM 5D61/2/636-7, /1/653; Warwickshire Record Office DR381/1/4;
The first of the familiy ·r ecorded at Withybrook was Thomas Biggs of
Hinckley (1707), ibid. DR 381/1; the father of John Biggs the elder was
said to have been "a spinner and manufacturer", LM 5D61/2/636-7; a
John Biggs was witness to a marriage at Withybrook in 1796, ibid
1.
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Great Meeting, Leicester, Epitaphs, 357; Jnl. 5 Oct. 1827, I May 1828; PP
1842, 95-6; the brothers were once reminded of their social origins in these
terms; Refiect, turn back, and look into Applegate Street, and see a parcel of
winding boys with one hat to three of them (Jnl. I May 1829); for the one hat
see also p. 31; a hostile satirist attributed their rise to the help of a Tory
banker, and in a skit of 1852 had William write: Of course we need not
tell them that the Banker was a Tory and a Churchman who was the setting
up of ours and us, LM 5D61/1/233
ibid. /2/636-7
Chron. 15 Oct. 1831; LM 5D61/1/252; in 1829 he was already married,
and had a druggist's business with shops in King St. and High Cross St.,
Jnl. 24 Apr. 1829; in 1841 he attended the Manufacturers' Convention at
Derby, Chron. 9 Dec. 1841; in 1842 one of his daughters was buried in
Leicester, Great Meeting, Leicester, Epitaphs, 357; by 1843 he was established as a druggist, drysalter and wine-merchant in Upper Thames St.,
London, and in a sufficiently good way of business to be assessed for credit
by his bankers as "quite safe for £1,200", Robson's London Directory, 1843
(MS entry in London Guildhall Library copy); by 1850 he had progressed
to an address in Upper Bedford Place, Russe:Ll Square, Post Office London
Directory, 1850; he kept his High Cross St. shop at least until 1847, White's
Leicestershire and Rutland Directory, 1847; he died in 1861, Chron. 18 May
1861
LM 5D61/1/193, /2/636-7, /3/3; Chron. 27 Nov. 1830
ibid.; his political commitment is evidenced by a forceful letter on the Italian
question which he wrote in 1852 after a visit to Italy, .Mere. IO Apr. 1852
PP 1845, 34; Hampshire Independent 12 June 1852; the Poll Book for West
Kent, 1865, gives his address as Barden Farm, Tunbridge and Orme Sq.,
Bayswater; at the probate of John Biggs' will (proved at Somerset House
26 June 1871) he is described as of Notting Hill Sq., Middlesex; for the
Ashursts see Mazzini's Letters to an English Family, ed. E. F. Richards
LM 5D61/2/636-7, 177. The youngest daughter, Annie, died in 1843. The
eldest, Eliza, who died in 1847, married Nathaniel Saxton, a London timber
importer, whose business on the South Bank continued to be listed in the
Post Office London Directory up to 1906, ibid.
I. C. Ellis, Nineteenth-Century Leicester (1935), 193, 328
LM 5D61/2/636-7
Mary Kirby, Leafiets from my Life, 2nd. edn. (1888), 32, 42-3, 45-6; Chron.
26 Sep. 1864
ibid. 29 Feb. 1840; PP 1842, 95-6; a later account credits the firm with employing 2,000 hands over a period o.f thirty years, Hampshire Independent
12 June 1852
pp 1854-5, 43
ibid. 50; Chron. I Jan. 1831, 14 Apr. 1838, 19 Jan. 1839, I Aug., 22 Aug.
1840; Mere. 2 May 1859
pp 1863, 289
Chron. 30 Jui. 1842
PP 1845, Appx. 1, 68, 76
Chron. II Dec. 1841
ibid. 7 May 1853; Hansard, CXXVI, ro90
pp 1854-5, 23-5, 30-1, 34
ibid. 49, 55; LM 5D61/2/575
pp 1833, 335
pp 1854-5, 255
ibid. 201-3
pp 1863, 289
LM 5D61/2/576, 584; /3/653
LM 5D61/2/575
T. Cooper, op. cit., 144
LM 5D61/3/67
pp 1854-5, 33
Chron. 13 Jan. 1844
Chron. 20 Apr. 1844
pp 1842, 95-6
Chron. 18 May 1844; PP 1854-5, 199
Chron. 7 May 1853; Hansard CXX, ro90
pp 1854-5, 22-53
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pp 1854-5, 199-248
LM 5D61/1/301; Chron. 14 May 1853
LM 5D61; he also preserved in it a phrenological study made of him in 1841
by J. Q. RumbaLI M.RC.S. at a fee of five shillings in these terms: - Acquisitiveness: large. Sexual love: moderate large. Philoprotogenitiveness :
rather full. Self-respect, dogmatism : rather full. Retrospectiveness, tendency
to revert to the past: very large-this last marked by a double asterisk,
perhaps by William himself, ibid./ l / 53
47. ibid./301
48. ibid./2/493
49. ibid./ l / 241
50. ibid./67
51. ibid./202-3
52. ibid./181
53. Mere. 29 Ju,ly 1837
54. LM 5D61/1/299
55. Patterson, op. cit. 182
56. Mere. 22 Aug. 1840; 5D61/1/218; William's passion for things American
earned him, even in his family, the nickname of Yankee-Doodle, ibid./235/
265; a branch of the family was established in the U.S.A. as Joseph Biggs,
a cousin of their father, had settled there and his son, Asa Biggs (18n-1878),
achieved some eminence as judge and Senator; but as slave-owner and
Omfederate politician he was unlikely to commend himse1f to his English
relatives, ibid./2/636; North Carolina Historical Commission Bulletin, No.
19, 1915
57. LM 5D61/2/ 512
58. Hansard, CXXVII, 919-20
59. Chron. 12 Jan.-2 June 1838
60. Transactions of the Leicester Literary and Philosophical Society, I-X
61 . Letter to the Leicester Reform Society on the Necessity of a Reformation in
the House of Lords (Leicester, 1835);
A Plan for the Further Extension and Better Distribution of the Suffrage
(Leicester, 1839);
Never go to war about Turkey (Leicester, 1847);
Lecture upon National Education (Leicester, 1849);
Thoughts on our Foreign Relations by a Member of the House of Commons
(London, 1853)
62. Among his earliest literary ventures, in which he revealed his capacity for
polemic, was a correspondence in defence of his brother, Thomas, libelled
after a murder case involving a maidservant, poisoned with prussic acid
taken from his store, Jnl. 24 Apr., l May 1829 ; for one of his more substantial
productions, in effect a lecture to the Chartists, see Mere. 9 May 1840
63. Chron. 6 Aug. 1864
64. His only publication was a pamphlet: The South Leicestershire Election of
1841 (1847), Leicester Reference Library Pamphlets
65. Jnl. l Sep. 1848
66. Mere. 2 May 1859
67. Hansard, CL, 568-9; on the Church Rates issue he disliked compulsory
payment and, as J.P., had given the magistrates' clerk a blank cheque to pay
for goods that might be seized for non-payment. He did not refuse to pay
the rates himself (ibid .), but he attended a meeting of the Anti-State Church
Association (Chron. I Dec. 1848)
68. Chron. 7 May 1859
69. Patterson, op. cit. 182
70. Chron. 3 July 1847, 7 May 1853 ; Leicester Advertiser 9 May 1853; Jnl. 9
May 1853
71. Chron. 14 June 1856, 14 Mar. 1857
72. 1nl. 12 Mar. 1858
73. Star 27 Dec. 1856; Hampshire Independent 27 Dec. 1856; 1nl. 2 Jan. 1857
74. Patterson, op. cit. 322-3; but his account does not mention Biggs' explanation
that the purpose, for which it was subsidised by the borough candidates, was
to divert Conservative pressure from the borough, Chron. 3 Mar., 5 June 1847
75. Chron. 22 Dec. 1838, 21 Mar. 1840, 7 Feb., 18 July 1846
76. LM 5D61/1/202-3; Mere. 13 Jan. 1838 ; 1nl. 13 Apr. 1838 : in the Reform
agitation his part in the Political Union was so outstanding that it was
44.
45.
46.
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rumoured Wellington's government had prepared a warrant for his arrest,
Chron. 8 Oct. 1881
77. Chron. I I Dec. 1841, 22 Jan., 30 July 1842; his services also secured him a
seat on Ihe Council of the Anti-Com Law League, Chron. 8 Oct. 1881
78. Chron. 5 Feb., 26 Mar. 1842, 14 Feb. 1846, 9 Feb. 1850, I I Oct. 1851; LM
5D61/1/301 (Letter Walmsley-Mrs. Biggs)
79. LM 5D61/1/55
So. ibid./2/ 537-8
.
81. Hampshire Independent 27 Dec. 1856; 'Jnl. 2 Jan. 1857; LM 5D51/2/489
(letter Hayter-Biggs), / 493 (letter Drummond-Biggs)
82. Chron. 30 July, 8 Oct. 1853; W. Biggs, Thoughts on our Foreign Relations
by a member of the House of Commons, 1853; William's change of view
can be traced as follows: - Aug. 1853 he noted an "excellent speech of Cobden
on the Turkish Question", LM 5D61/2/359; in Oct. 1853 he spoke at Ihe
Peace Congress in Edinburgh, ibid./375; in May 1854 he told his constituents
he had suspended judgment, ibid./380; in Jan. 1855 he told them that they
were at war in the cause of civilization and for the maintenance of international law, Hampshire Independent 27 Jan. 1855
see above pp. 34-6
LM 5D61/2/ 471
Chron. 17 July 1852; but Mrs. Biggs wrote: there never has been so great a
majority in the Isle of Wight before ... it is quite as great a victory as that
at Leicester, LM 5D61/1/252 (letter Mrs. Biggs-children)
86. Chron. 7 Feb. 1846, 6 Feb., 20 Feb., 6 Mar., 29 May, 12 June, 31 July 1847;
one of Ihe ward secretaries called him the life, soul and vitality of our municipal and electoral system, ibid. 2 Aug. 1856
87. Chron. 19 Feb., 5, 18 June, 17 Sep. 1842, 6 Jan. 1844; J. Thompson, Handbook of Leicester (1844); M. Kirby, op. cit., 31-2
88. Chron. 9 Feb. 1850
89. Chron. 13 Mar., 5, 12 June 1847
90. Patterson, op. cit. 338-41
91. pp 1854-5, 22
92. Chron. 14 Feb. 1846, 13 Feb., 31 July 1847, 7 Aug. 1852
93. Chron. 17 July 1852, I I April 1857
94. Chron. 14 June 1856, 4 Mar. 1857; among those swayed decisively by Ihe
Sunday question was J. F. Winks, a founder member of the Parliamentary
and Financial Association branch, Chron. 9 Feb. 1850, 14 June 1856
95. The term elite was used to describe Ihe opposition by Biggs" supporter, the
former Chartist John Markham, Chron. 26 Jan. 1861
96. John Paget offered to stand against Biggs but soon concluded that the attempt
to oppose him was "hopeless", Chron. 21 June 1856
97. This paragraph as a whole is based on Victoria History of the County of
Leicester, iv. 220-2
98. In Leicester they had a machinery for working the awards in connexion with
the liberal interest, so complete that at the last election they were able in one
day to compute the forces they should have. (speech of William Parker),
Chron. 2 Aug. 1856; among former Chartists, Markham (see also n. 95
above) was on Ihe committee of the branch of Ihe Parliamentary and Financial Reform Association, Chron. 9 Feb. 1850; and Buckby, leader of the
frame-rent agitation, was said to have meetings with Biggs in Wharf Street
and to take his cue from the counting-house in Belvoir Street, Chron. 17
July 1852, 7 May 1853
99. A regular organization of non-electors was established, wiih central and
wai,d committees, Chron. 2 May 1857; note Ihe violence at Ihe elections in
1857 and 1861, Chron. 4 Apr. 1857, 9 Feb. 1861
100. Chron. 16 Apr. 1853, 20 Sep. 1862
IOI. Chron. 15 Nov. 1845, 28 June, 26 Sep. 1862, ro June 1871, 19 Apr. 1873;
C. C. Coe, Sermon preached in memory of 'John Biggs (1871); M. Kirby,
op. cit. 32, 42-6; I . C. Ellis, op. cit. 193, 328
102. LM 5D61/1/233; there is a drawing of the house in /1/441; he had lived
earlier at Spa Place, Humberstone Gate, where his father had died ('Jnl. 5
Oct. 1827); he had moved to Highfields House by 1844, Leicester Borough
Register, 1844
103. He married Mary, daughter o.f John Worthington, yarn agent, of Leicester,
said to be descended of an old Cheshire family ('Jnl. 26 May 1837, B. Guinness
Orchard, Liverpool's Legion of Honour (1893), 176); he claimed that a letter
he wrote to the press in May 1846 very mainly led to the origination of ?he
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House of Refuge for Penitent Females (LM 5D61/1/139); he served on the
committee of the Leicester Home, /2/520 (circular of 1857) ; he tried to
obtain a government grant for the Homes (Hansard, CXLIII, 934)
LM 5D61/2/636-7
LM 5D61/1/252 (letters ro, 13 July 1852 Mrs. Biggs-her children); squib
written by Mary W. Biggs before her papa's return from the Newport
election: - Lost, stolen or strayed, between Friday the 9th and Monday the
12th July, a "well-made and good-actioned colt" named "Yankee-Doodle".
He was taken down to the Newport races in which he distanced his competitors by upwards of fifty quids. Since that time he has unaccountably
disappeared, somewhere between Newport and Leicester. Whoever will restore the same, or give intelligence to that effect, to Mrs, W. Biggs, Highfields
House , Leicester, proprietor of the above, will be handsomely rewarded
( /265)
LM 5D61/2/459, 499, 591; /3/131
The lecture was an account of a visit to Switzerland (Mere. 6 Dec. 1856);
the letter supported the public baths in New Walk as "an institution of the
highest sanitary importance" (Mere. 25 Oct. 1856)
Mere. 7 Jan. 1858, 26 Mar. 1859
There is scant evidence of the education William gave his children. William
junior was said to have been educated "by private tuition and in Paris",
(B. Guinness Orchard, op cit., 176); he became a cotton broker in Liverpool,
(Grove's Liverpool Directory, 1900) ; the ~ourth child R. H. W. Biggs attended Stoneygate School (LM 5D61/3/670); he passed his law exams
(Chron. 1 Dec. 1866); was called to the bar and practised on the Midland
Circuit until 1915 (Post Office London Directory, 1915). In 1873 he published
a lecture on The 'Jury Sysiem (Leicester City Reference Library, Pamphlets)
Chron. 15 June 1861, 22 Feb. 1862
Chron. 22 Feb. 1862, 10 June 1871; Mere. 15 Nov. 1862
'Jnl. 16 Aug. 1860, Chron. 6 Dec. 1861, 23 Nov., 19 Dec. 1862; he remained
a director of the Chamber of Commerce, unlikely if he suffered any financial
stigma, Leicester Chamber of Commerce, Annual Reports, 1862-71; the firm
tried to diversify by turning to boot manufacrure perhaps a sign of difficulties
(Drake's Directory of Leicestershire, 1861, 74-5); but it was allotted the
second J'argest area (among Leciester firms) of floor-space for the International Exhibition of 1862-which siu ggests the extent and speed of the
collapse was unexpected, Chron. 14 Dec. 1861
Leicester Borough Register, 1863, 1865
ibid. 1863; Chron. 28 June 1862
Chron. 15 Dec. 1866, 8 Oct. 1881
Chron. 28 June 1862; they had also lost their mother (Elizabeth Biggs, d.
aged 82, Chron. 8 Feb. 1862) and their brother Thomas (see n. II) in the
previous 15 months (Chron. 20 Sep. 1862)
ibid.
Chron. ro June 1871, 8 Oct. 1881; the firm is said, on uncertain authority
to have been merged with J. Partridge and Co. (Leicester Mail 19 July 1926)
Illustrated London News 31 Jan. 1857; in his scrap-book he noted the words
of Sir William Shee : a fairer assembly does not exist in the known worldand commented: Sgt. Shee's acct. of and description of the House of Commons a truthful acct. of its talent, wealth, ability and public virtue of all of
which he thinks very highly (LM 5D61 / 2/ 478); in illustration of his attendance at the House he noted that his record in the session of 1853 placed
him 89th. in merit out of 603 members (/1/361)
On John's retirement the following comment-interesting also for the
patronising style adopted to describe a man of his class-appeared in the
Illustrated Times: the hon. gentleman never attempted to make a figure in
the House, but he was not entirely a silent member, and when · he spoke,
though there was little order and arrangement in his speeches and no signs
of preparation, he always spoke with point, ease and evident integrity of
purpose, and at all times a homely, simple humour which produced a good
deal of mirth. In short, Mr. Biggs was a plain, simple-minded, shrewd, honest
man of capital qualities, and a very good example of the class from which
he sprang (quoted in 'Jnl. 28 Feb. 1862). For the brothers' speeches in Parliament see Appendix
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Professor Patterson suggests that the brothers did not take the sanitary
problem seriously; but John was a founder-member of the Leicester Sanitary
and Statistical Association and in 1848 seconded the motion by which the
town adopted the Public Health Act (Patterson, op. cit., 329, Chron. 26 July,
25 Oct., 15 Nov. 1845, '}nl. l Oct. 1847, l Dec. 1848)
Chron. 8 Oct. 1881
LM 5D61/1/375.

This paper was originally read to the Leicestershire Archa:ological and
Historical Society on 7 January 1972.

